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Abstract ‘Transition probability color plots’
help visualizing patterns of income mobility.
The device uses color palettes to picture in-
formation contained in detailed transition ma-
trices. The Stata package transcolorplot is
described and examples illustrate that such
graphs can be useful for representing patterns
of mobility.
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1 Introduction

The transition matrix is a most common statistical construct in quantitative analyses of social
mobility; see for example Prais (1955) (or Formby et al. (2004) for a recent treatment). For
data classified into a fixed number of categories, the transition matrix reports probabilities of
transition to a destination category j conditional on starting in a category i at an earlier time
period of origin. Sociological studies on social mobility have often considered mobility over a set
of social classes, primarily across generations (see, e.g., Goldthorpe, 1980). Economists more
typically rely on data on income or earnings and the transition matrix is then usually defined
over a partition of the sample in quantile groups; see, e.g., Jenkins (2011) for recent analysis of
income mobility in Britain.

Two examples of transition matrices are shown in Table 1. Income data at two time periods
for a sample of observations have been classified in five quintile groups and ten decile groups,
respectively. The transition matrices show the degree of mobility across quantile groups. While
transition matrices based on a small number of groups may conceal details, especially at the
two ends of the distribution, tables based on a large number of quantile groups can be hard to
read and summarize or compare across samples. Visualization tools for helping representation
of large matrices can therefore be attractive.

This note illustrates a simple graphical approach to help visualizing data from large quantile-
based transition matrices. The proposed plot –which I refer to as a transition probability color
plot– allows keeping track of fine details while using color variations to help summarizing the
overall configuration of the transition matrix. Examples illustrate that is can be particularly
useful in comparisons of mobility patterns from two distinct transition matrices.

A user-written Stata command transcolorplot for drawing the plots is also described. Its
implementation relies on the user-written command spmap by Maurizio Pisati (Pisati, 2004,
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2007). While originally created for drawing thematic maps, spmap can be useful more generally
for colorizing purposes, as this note illustrates.

Table 1. Examples of transition matrices with income data classified by quantile groups

Quintile groups:

Destination
Origin 1 2 3 4 5

1 0.39 0.24 0.16 0.11 0.09
2 0.22 0.24 0.25 0.20 0.09
3 0.14 0.21 0.26 0.22 0.16
4 0.17 0.21 0.17 0.23 0.21
5 0.09 0.09 0.15 0.24 0.44

Decile groups:

Destination
Origin 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 0.27 0.20 0.08 0.11 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.08 0.03
2 0.13 0.16 0.16 0.14 0.11 0.09 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.03
3 0.09 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.14 0.14 0.12 0.08 0.04 0.02
4 0.09 0.12 0.14 0.11 0.12 0.10 0.08 0.12 0.07 0.06
5 0.06 0.07 0.13 0.10 0.15 0.11 0.13 0.10 0.09 0.06
6 0.05 0.09 0.11 0.10 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.08 0.12 0.05
7 0.10 0.08 0.08 0.12 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.13 0.08
8 0.11 0.05 0.10 0.12 0.06 0.08 0.12 0.13 0.10 0.13
9 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.09 0.14 0.18 0.16 0.18
10 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.07 0.09 0.06 0.09 0.16 0.37

2 The transition probability color plot

An example of transition probability color plot is displayed in Figure 1. It is based on the same
data as used to construct the transition matrices shown in Table 1. Specifically, the plot is a
‘choropleth’ representation of a 30-by-30 transition matrix using color progression to visualize
how transition probabilities vary along the original quantile groups. The color progression from
blue to red is associated with increasing second period income while data are ordered from top
to bottom according to initial period income. Each horizontal stripe represents an initial period
income quantile group and each stripe is colorized according to the distribution of its members
over quantile groups in the second period. Dark blues represent the share of people ending
up in the poorest quantile groups at the second period whereas dark reds represent the share
ending up in the richest quantile groups. The extent to which ‘blues’ are prevalent towards
the bottom of the plot and/or ‘reds’ are prevalent towards the top is revealing of the degree of
mobility across quantile groups.

Extreme transition matrices result in benchmark configurations of colors. In case of a static
variable the transition matrix is diagonal and the resulting plot shows horizonally layered colors
from dark blue at the top to dark red at bottom since each separate layer has uniform color (the
destination quantile group is identical for all observations of a given quantile group of origin).
In case of a perfect negative association between origin and destination, the transition matrix
is anti-diagonal and the plot shows horizontally layered colors again (since each separate layer
has a uniform color) but they are now arranged from red at the top to blue at the bottom.
In case of independence, all observed transition probabilities are equal to 1/K (up to random
variations) and the plot shows vertically layered colors (since any color is equally likely within
each horizontal layer). These three reference plots are shown in Figure 2.

Practically, the plots are constructed as follows. We have repeated data on variable X measured
at two points in time for a sample of respondents. Just like for the construction of transition
matrices, the sample size needs to be relatively large. Each observation is assigned to one of
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Transition probability color plot

Figure 1. Example of a transition probability color plot

STATUS QUO COMPLETE REVERSAL INDEPENDENCE

Figure 2. Reference benchmark plots of ‘status quo’ (no mobility), ‘reversal’ (maximal

mobility) and ‘independence’ (no association between base and final periods)
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K quantile groups of origin and to one of K destination quantile groups. Within each of the
origin quantile groups, observations are further assigned to one of B bins after being arranged
from low to high values of X at period 2. The bins are constructed so that each of the K × B

cells contains an equal number of observations.1 In other words, the K×B bins are conditional
quantile groups within each quantile group of origin.

Each of the K×B cells is then associated to a destination (unconditional) quantile group which
is itself associated to a color. If all observations in a cell belong to the same destination quantile
group, the latter is selected as the destination quantile of the cell. In case observations in the
cell belong to more than one destination quantile groups, some ‘rounding’ is required and the
cell is associated to the most frequent destination quantile group of its observations.

The transition probability color plot is finally obtained by arranging the K×B cells where each
cell is drawn in the color corresponding to its assigned destination quantile. Cells from the same
original quantile groups are aligned in K horizontal stripes. Within each stripe, cells are aligned
from low to high destination quantile. By default a distinct fill color is associated with the K

possible destination quantiles using a color progression from low to high destination quantile
groups. By the arrangement of observations within each origin quantile group according to
destination quantile, the color progression is maintained within each stripe but the color use is
proportional to transition probabilities to the ‘final period’ quantile groups.

Another way of thinking about the plot is to realize that each horizontal stripe is (approxi-
mately) a horizontal stacked bar chart of frequencies across C destination quantiles for one of
K quantile groups of origin (where C is the number of distinct colors in the palette used).2 All
K horizontal bar charts are then stacked vertically from low to high origin quantile groups.

In practice it can be effective to use a smaller set of colors C than the original K destination
quantile groups. Some adjacent destination quantile groups are assigned identical colors. Notice
that Figure 1 uses C = 10 distinct colors and not 30, the number of quantile groups. Further
examples shown in Section 4 illustrate variations on this.

A reverse representation can also be considered. The plot is created just as described after
swapping origin and destination quantiles. In this case, each horizontal layer represents data
from a destination quantile group arranged from top to bottom and colors are determined by
origin quantile groups. Figure 3 compares the two versions of the plot. Each cell on the plots
‘contains’ a small group of observations. If we start from a baseline ‘no mobility’ picture (the
horizontally layered ‘cake’) and move to the first representation, cells remain positioned on their
initial horizontal layer but change color according to the degree of mobility. In the reverse plot,
each population cell keeps her original color (according to initial period data) but moves up or
down along the destination layers as a function of mobility.

Section 4 provides additional examples of transition probability color plots.

1The K× B cells contain an equal number of weighted observations if data are associated with (sampling)

weights.

2Frequencies are only approximate because of the rounding involved in grouping data into bins. Approxima-

tion error could be eliminated if needed by choosing B sufficiently large so that each cell of data only contains

one observation.
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Figure 3. Original and reverse transition probability plot examples

3 Drawing transition probability color plots with Stata

The user-written Stata package transcolorplot comes as software companion to this note. The
command is available for download in net-aware Stata from the Statistical Software Components
(SSC) archive.3 At the Stata command prompt, type

ssc install transcolorplot

transcolorplot inputs two variables representing data measured at origin and destination
periods and generates a transition probability color plot using a classification into any number
of K < 100 quantile groups, with control let to the user over color specifications.

Key to the implementation of transcolorplot are two user-written commands by Maurizio
Pisati –spmap and spgrid– both available on the SSC archive (Pisati, 2004, 2007, 2009). spmap
creates ‘thematic maps’ (or ‘heatmaps’). In a nutshell, it inputs (i) numeric information on
a set of locations (or geographic areas) on the one hand, and (ii) geographic coordinates of
locations’ borders on the other hand (a shapefile). Areas are then drawn according to their
geographic coordinates and filled with color on the basis of a color palette associated to the
numeric information on each location.

By building on spmap, transcolorplot sits on a giant’s shoulders and does relatively little work
itself. The simple logic applied here is to define each of the cells of the transition probability
color plot as one location and use spmap to draw the locations and fill them with colors.
Pisati’s spgrid is used to create a tabular arrangement of squares and record their boundaries
into a shapefile (Pisati, 2009). Computations for assigning a numeric value to each cell are done
within transcolorplot according to its input data and the associated transition matrix. These
values and the shapefile generated with spgrid are then passed to spmap for final drawing and
colorizing.

3The latest version of transcolorplot is currently 1.1 (of 2011-09-23). Stata 11.0 or later is required.
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The full syntax for transcolorplot is as follows:

transcolorplot varname1 varname2
[

if
] [

in
] [

weight
][

, nquantiles(#) nbins(#) ncolors(#) reverse fcolor(colorlist ) install

nodraw outfile(string) replace qvar(newvar) qvar2(newvar) binvar(newvar)

cellidvar(newvar) *
]

fweight, aweight, pweight and iweight are allowed; see [U] 11.1.6 weight – Weights.

Time-series operators are accepted; see [U] 11.4.3 Time-series varlists.

nquantiles(integer) specifies the number of quantile groups. Default is 10. Maximum is 99.

nbins(integer) requests a number of columns distinct from the number of origin quantile groups.
Default is equal to number of quantile groups. Maximum is 99.

ncolors(integer) requests use of a smaller number of distinct colors than origin quantile groups.
Maximum number of distinct colors with default palette (BuRd) is 11. Set alternative palette
with option fcolor(colorlist) to increase number of distinct colors up to 99.

fcolor(colorlist) specifies the color palette used. Color palettes are those available in spmap.
Default is BuRd with color progression from blue to red. Rainbow is a recommended alternative
(allowing up to 99 colors) but which may not work well for visually impaired people, and
therefore not used as default.

reverse requests drawing of the ‘reverse’ transition plot.

install checks installation of required user-written packages spmap and spgrid and prompts
user for download if needed.

nodraw prevents drawing of the plot. It is rarely used and is normally only used in conjuction
with options for saving plot coordinates or intermediate data (see below).

outfile(filename) creates an output dataset containing the data depicted in the plot. This
output dataset can be used with spmap and spgrid to re-draw the transition probability color
plot manually if desired.

replace specified in conjunction with outfile(filename) allows an existing filename to be
overwritten.

qvar(newvarname) and qvar2(newvarname) save the estimated quantile groups at, respec-
tively, the origin and destination periods, for all observations used to generate the plot.

binvar(newvarname) creates a categorical variable identifying which of the bin along the hori-
zontal axis a particular observations is assigned to. This is a ‘conditional quantile’ assignment.

cellidvar(newvarname) creates a categorical variable uniquely identifying the cell on the grid
to which an observation is assigned to. It is a combination of origin quantile and conditional
destination quantile.

As mentioned above, transcolorplot is implemented using the user-written command spmap.
Any additional spmap option can therefore be specified for additional control over the plot.
spmap itself allows a range of graph twoway options for fine control over graphical elements
such as plot titles, axis labels, added text. All such options can be specified as transcolorplot
options.
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Figure 4. Scatter plot of rank-ordered income data, 1985 against 1997

4 Illustration

Our illustration is about individual income mobility in Western Germany and the United
States.4 Data for Germany are extracted from the German Socio-Economic Panel survey
(SOEP) and data from the US are from the Panel Study on Income Dynamics (PSID).5

Our dataset contains, for each of the two countries, data on income at four points in time for
a representative sample of individuals the population. As is standard in the income mobility
literature, ‘income’ is the sum of post-tax post-transfers annual income from all sources in the
household to which a person belongs to, divided by the number of ‘single adult equivalents’ in
the household. Data are stored in ‘wide’ form with variables recording income in years 1985,
1988, 1992 and 1997. A sample weight is available to correct for unequal sampling probabilities
and differential attrition. Sample sizes are just over six thousand observations in both samples.

Figure 4 shows scatter plots of the rank-ordered income data for 1985 and 1997 (income data
are converted into their fractional ranks at each year before plotting). Axes are arranged to be
similar to transition matrices: observations with low rank order in income at both periods are
concentrated at the top left corner and observations with high rank order at both periods are
concentrated at the bottom right corner. The degree of dispersion away from the main diagonal
reflects mobility. Besides indicating that there is some non-negligible dispersion away from the
main diagonal, such scatter plots are relatively uninformative given the size of the samples.

Table 2 shows decile-based transition matrices, again for the transition from 1985 and 1997.
Figures 5 and 6 provide two alternative direct graphical representations of these transition
matrices. Figure 5 was created with the user-written tabplot command (Cox, 1999). The
graph shows all transition probabilities as vertical bars (so the horizontal sums of bar heights all
equal 1). It is closely related to the transition probability color plot: vertical bars correspond

4Complementary illustrations are available in Van Kerm (2011) which includes a demonstration of the use of

transition probability color plots for generating animated representations.

5Harmonized variables for the two surveys are taken from the Cross-National Equivalent File (CNEF) pro-

vided by the Department of Policy Analysis and Management at Cornell University (Burkhauser et al., 2001).

The particular samples used in this illustration are described in more detail in Van Kerm (2004).
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to distinctly colored horizontal segments within layers of a transition probability color plot.
Figure 6 was created by overlaying the scatter plot of rank-order data over a heatmap of
10 × 10 cells representing each entry of the transition matrix and where color density reflects
transition probabilities. (This was constructed using combination of spmap and spgrid.) The
heatmap representation is similar to a contour plot of the data represented in Figure 4 with
the difference that (i) data are binned into quantile groups and (ii) color density represents
conditional distributions vertically stacked, not joint distributions. Transition matrices and
their graphical representations in Figures 5 and 6 provide clearer summaries than raw scatter
plots. In particular, it is now clear that persistence into the origin quantile group is particularly
high for the first and tenth quantiles in both countries. Persistence at the bottom appears
higher in the US than in Western Germany, while the reverse is observed at the top with higher
persistence in Western Germany.

Table 2. Transition matrices for Western Germany (top) and the United States (bottom),

1985–1997, by decile groups

Western Germany
Destination

Origin 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 0.27 0.20 0.08 0.11 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.08 0.03
2 0.13 0.16 0.16 0.14 0.11 0.09 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.03
3 0.09 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.14 0.14 0.12 0.08 0.04 0.02
4 0.09 0.12 0.14 0.11 0.12 0.10 0.08 0.12 0.07 0.06
5 0.06 0.07 0.13 0.10 0.15 0.11 0.13 0.10 0.09 0.06
6 0.05 0.09 0.11 0.10 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.08 0.12 0.05
7 0.10 0.08 0.08 0.12 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.13 0.08
8 0.11 0.05 0.10 0.12 0.06 0.08 0.12 0.13 0.10 0.13
9 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.09 0.14 0.18 0.16 0.18
10 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.07 0.09 0.06 0.09 0.16 0.37

United States
Destination

Origin 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 0.33 0.22 0.16 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.01
2 0.19 0.18 0.15 0.14 0.09 0.09 0.07 0.03 0.04 0.02
3 0.12 0.15 0.12 0.15 0.10 0.10 0.08 0.08 0.06 0.04
4 0.07 0.12 0.13 0.11 0.15 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.04 0.06
5 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.11 0.11 0.14 0.11 0.10 0.11 0.07
6 0.04 0.07 0.13 0.11 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.12 0.13 0.11
7 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.13 0.12 0.14 0.12 0.12
8 0.03 0.04 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.14 0.11 0.16 0.15
9 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.13 0.15 0.18 0.16
10 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.16 0.26

Transition probability color plots for these data are in Figure 7. Each plot is based on a partition
of the data into 30 × 30 cells and a color progression with 10 distinct colors from blue to red.
At this level of partitioning, each distinct cell ‘represents’ approximately 7 sample observations
on average. The plots were generated with the following call to transcolorplot (pie85 and
pie97 are the income variables; note also the use of the Rainbow palette):

transcolorplot pie85 pie97 [pw=wght97] , nquantiles(30) ncolors(10) fcolor(Rainbow)

The pictures show finer details than the ‘heatmap’ and ‘tabplot’ shown above while remaining
informative about the overall structure of the data (unlike the ‘heatmap’ and, especially, the
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Figure 5. taplot representation of transition matrix probabilities as vertical bars
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Figure 6. Heatmap representations of the transition matrix probabilities with scatter plots

of rank-ordered income data
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1985−1997
Western Germany

1985−1997
United States

Figure 7. Transition probability color plots based on partition into 30 quantile groups and

10 grades color palette

‘tabplot’ when based on a finer partition of the transition matrix). The substantial degree
of mobility overall (compared to a static benchmark) parallel with persistence at the top and
bottom remains manifest. But we can also notice that, in the US, persistence appears much
larger in the lowest 1/30th group than in the next two –all three of them are pooled in a partition
by deciles. Differences within decile groups are also observed in Germany both at the top and
at the bottom. Observe also that the probability of moving to one of the top two decile groups
in Germany (depicted in orange and red) appears particularly high for individuals starting in
the lowest 1/30th group. This peculiarity of the movements at the very bottom may point to
potential issues related to measurement error and large transitory income variations. In sum,
relevant details can be tracked without sacrificing the visualization of broader patterns.

The change in the pattern of mobility as we extend the time between two periods of observation
of income is illustrated in Figure 8. The first panel shows the benchmark state of no mobility
and then mobility is measured between 1985 and 1988, 1985 and 1992 and finally between 1985
and 1997 (as shown earlier). Unsurprizingly, the picture shows greater mobility overall as time
goes by, although a lot of the movements are already observed between 1985 and 1988. At
each stage however, the US data feature distinctively high persistence at the bottom of the
distribution.
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Citation, liability, conditions of use

The Stata package transcolorplot is not an official Stata command. It is a free, user-written
contribution. Please cite appropriately.
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The program should work as described, but it is freely offered ‘as is’. Use at your own risk.
Bug reports as well as comments and suggestions can be sent to philippe.vankerm@ceps.lu.
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